Electromagnetic compatibility of PLC adapters for in-home/domestic networks
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The use of programmable logic controllers (PLC) technology in electrical networks 230 V causes electromagnetic radiation that interferes with other electrical equipment connected to the network [1–4]. Therefore, this article describes the issues of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) of new PLC adapters used in IP broadband services in a multi-user environment. The measurements of disturbing electromagnetic field originated in PLC adapters were made in a certified laboratory EMC (laboratory of electromagnetic compatibility) in the Institute of Electrical Engineering at Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology of the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava. The measured spectra of the radiated electromagnetic field will be compared with the results obtained when testing older PLC modems [5].
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1 Introduction

With the more extensive usage and spreading of communication, the infrastructure is also spreading the offer of broadband services. The number of different types of devices connected to the internet has increased. Accordingly to this fact, the various scale of wired and wireless technologies used by customers has also increased. In the case of using PLC technology the upper limit of frequency band increased from 30 MHz to 100 MHz which increased a transfer rate. PLC technology, in detail is described and discussed in [1, 6–16] where examples of usage are shown.

Except for wired and wireless communication devices connected to IP network there can be also connected different devices like televisions and other types of electronics [1]. All of these electronic devices and electric appliances are often placed close to each other what caused serious worries about electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) because of the possibility of negative effects of electromagnetic disturbance unconsciously emitted from different types of electric devices used in households [17]. Because of the increase of those devices the problem of EMC is more and more serious. Very important are ongoing works focused on quality of service (QoS) in upper layers of OSI reference model (open systems interconnection) to ensure the quality of IP telecommunication networks [18, 19]. The control of the quality of technology should start with ensuring the quality on lower layers of OSI reference model (physical layer, data link layer and network layer).

The resistance requirements of telecommunication devices to electromagnetic disturbance are defined in the international [20–24] and national standards [25–32]. Therefore it is necessary to define the limits of disturbance voltage in electromagnetic signal because there are so many examples of IP devices, which failed because of disturbing voltage in the form of impulse interference caused by switching on or off of electric devices and electric appliances. The effect of impulse noise can be also caused by other electric devices. We can find some cases with interruption of VDSL connection (very high bitrate digital subscriber line) caused by impulse noise coming from damaged light bulbs [33], disablement of telecommunication lines caused by impulse noise from lift or connection or disconnection reserved power systems. This noise can also cause pixelation of transmitted video in IPTV services provided by ASDL lines (asymmetric digital subscriber line) [1, 21]. That is the reason why the finding of the solution provided a protection of impulse noise happened an urgent problem.

All of these cases have in common the fact that unsuspecting impulse noise and his immediate noise peaks in domestic areas are caused by electric devices or by damaged parts of devices. Video communication and other similar services are especially sensitive to impulse noise, because these services require operations in real-time and they also need a high level of reliability. Although recent
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standards [25, 27, 28, 30] require uninterrupted normal operation of these devices with constantly emitted electromagnetic radiation (contains impulse noise too) [1–4]. There can occur some cases when the operation of these devices is interrupted or failed [1]. The main question is ensuring of electromagnetic compatibility in IP networks to harmonize the requirements of EMC standards and requirements of video and other broadband services, which require a high level of reliability in real time. That is the reason why is testing of PLC adapters interesting and necessary.

The issues of regulation or standardization of communication using PLC technology is important and it is still discussed in many normalization organizations and mainly in CISPR I where the main goal is to change the standard EN 55022: 2010 which since 2017 replaced standard EN 55032:2015 (Electromagnetic compatibility of multimedia equipment – Emission requirements) [17].

In the extended frequency band from 30 MHz to 100 MHz, which is used by new PLC adapters are allowed emission limits defined in two environment classes:

- emission class A, which are specified to protect industrial areas,
- emission class B, which are specified to protect residential, commercial and light-industrial environments.

An interference generated by voltage or current sources (using a connection cables and other conductive structures) radiates as disturbing electromagnetic field. There are dominant radiation emissions in the frequency band above 30 MHz.

2 Preparation for measurements with PLC adapters

The main aim of measurements of emitted electromagnetic radiation of PLC adapters was a consideration of interruption caused by these modems and how are they interrupting our network. In these measurements we used experiences obtained in previous testing of PLC adapters Corinex HD200 Powerline Wall Mount F, Corinex AV500 Powerline and ZyXEL HD Adapter Powerline PLA5215 [5].

2.1 Pc configuration setup

Before the communication between devices in our PLC network was necessary to set up some network parameters. The measurements were made on a computer with OS Windows where we set up features of TCP/IP protocol (Start/Control panel/Network and Internet/Network Connections/Ethernet-Properties). The configuration of network connection is shown in Tab. 1.

Table 1. Configuration of network connection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP address:</th>
<th>10.10.1.1/10.10.1.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subnet mask:</td>
<td>255.255.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default gateway:</td>
<td>10.10.2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used two PLC adapters ZyXEL PLA 5206 in these measurements. It is necessary to check if there is any blocking using antivirus software or Windows Firewall. If they are active it is necessary to deactivate them, because the incoming and outcoming traffic is blocked by them. After these settings are done it is possible to realize unlimited measurements in our PLC network.

2.2 Plc adapters ZyXEL PLA 5206

PLC adapters ZyXEL PLA 5206 should reach up to the theoretical transfer rate up to 1000 Mbps using electrical power network [34]. These adapters automatically support one type of traffic encryption and it is encryption standard AES with the key length of 128 bits. PLC adapters support so called "plug&play-capability" so after plugging them in the socket and connecting to our devices is automatically made a connection between these devices. They also support the HomePlug AV2 standard, which used the frequency band from 1.8 MHz to 86 MHz with transfer rate more than 600 Mbps.

3 The radiated emission measurement setup of PLC adapters

All measurements of disturbing voltage were made with PLC adapters ZyXEL PLA 5206. The measurements were realized in certified laboratory EMC (laboratory of electromagnetic compatibility) in the Institute of Electrical Engineering at Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology of Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava. The laboratory contains shielded semi-anechoic chamber lined by ferrite absorbing tiles and partially by pyramidal foam absorbers, so the test place meets the requirements of EN55016 for radiated emission measurement up to 18 GHz. A testing receiver was Rohde & Schwarz for the frequency range from 9 kHz up to 7 GHz.

The measurements were made in two terms. In the first term there was our whole workstation inside the shielded chamber with PLC adapters and notebooks too. In the second term there were just PLC adapters inside the chamber to eliminate the disturbance effect of notebooks.

4 The measurement with computers inside the shielded chamber

In this measurement is our complete workplace inside the EMC laboratory. The diagram of our workplace is shown in Fig. 1. PLC adapters were plugged in electrical network and connected to the computers via Ethernet interface. Computers were located on the ground to avoid their emission partially and to avoid the deformation of results. We used ferrite clamps to remove the emission of LAN cables.
We also used a peak detector to measuring radiated emission of PLC adapters when the value of output voltage is equal to the maximum value of voltage envelope. The reaction of the peak detector is fast and detector also save the maximum value of output in this method. This type of measurements is used in the primary testing of electromagnetic emissions. The disturbing field of this measurement is shown in Fig. 2. As we can see in Fig. 2 the output of peak detector is completely under the limit of 40 dBµV/m, what is the limit of acceptable value of disturbing field.

5 The measurements with computers outside the shielded chamber

We remodeled our workplace in this part of measurements to remove the possibility of disturbing emission by computers (laptops) in our PLC network. We put the computers outside the test chamber so inside the chamber were just PLC adapters and LAN cables. 230V network cable was shorted to 0.7 m active irradiated length. The location of the LAN cables inside the chamber was such that their radiated emissions where minimal and ferrite clamps were placed on the cables.

6 The measurement of disturbing voltage of PLC adapters in passive mode connected to supply network

The main aim of this measurement was to detect radiated emission spectrum of PLC adapters in passive mode connected to network voltage 230 V. The measured values did not exceed the total noise background of the apparatus (more than 30 dB below limit B class). We can say, that PLC adapters in passive mode plugged in electrical network cause minimal emission and do not affect the function of other devices in network.

7 The measurement of disturbing field of LAN cables

The main goal of this measurement was the detection of disturbing voltage of LAN cables which are used to connect PLC adapters with laptops. The emission measurement of LAN cables had approximately similar output as PLC adapters in passive mode. The only difference is that there are some peaks near 100 MHz frequency. The entire curve of disturbing voltage is under the acceptable value
of disturbance limit 40 dB/μV/m. The curve of LAN cables disturbing voltage in horizontal polarization is shown in Fig. 3 and disturbing field in vertical polarization is shown in Fig. 4.

8 The measurement of disturbing voltage of PLC adapters in passive mode connected to network voltage 230 V and LAN cables

In this part we made the measurements of disturbing field when we created a full-valued network consisted of two PLC adapters and two laptops but without multimedia traffic. We did not send any data to this network, the network was in passive mode. As we can see in Fig. 5 the emission spectrum of disturbing field has changed and there are bigger emissions as in previous measurements. The spectrum of disturbing field in horizontal polarization is still under the acceptable limit of emission (40 dB/μV/m) so we can say that our created network did not affect the function of other devices significantly.

The results indicate that emissions could exceed the relevant limit (40 dB/μV/m) in both horizontal polarization (Fig. 5) and vertical polarization (Fig. 6).

9 The measurement of disturbing field of PLC adapters in active mode with multimedia traffic

In this measurement we loaded our PLC network with the video stream. We used a serial in Full HD definition. The main goal of this measurement was to find out if the spectrum of disturbing field will change when we will be sending any data in our network. We also wanted to find out if the spectrum of disturbing field will change significantly when PLC adapters will be in active mode. We can see in Fig. 7, that the spectrum disturbing field of PLC network with multimedia traffic copies the spectrum from the previous measurement without traffic.

The results also indicate that emissions could exceed the relevant limit (40 dB/μV/m) in both horizontal polarization (Fig. 7) and vertical polarization (Fig. 8).
The attention of this measurement was aimed to a frequency range where are the changes of the spectrum of disturbing field significant. The measurement was made in the frequency band from 30 MHz to 150 MHz. The main goal of this measurement was to show the difference between PLC network in passive (without multimedia traffic) or in-active (with multimedia traffic) mode. We compared two types of spectrum of disturbing field which were added to a single diagram because of clarity. As we can see the diagram shown in Fig. 9, the difference between PLC network with or without multimedia traffic is minimal, so we can say that data transfer using PLC adapters do not affect the emission value of these adapters so much and do not affect the functioning of other devices in the network because the influencing is often attributed to the PLC adapters. The PLC network with multimedia traffic has a blue color in the diagram and the PLC network without multimedia traffic has a black color in the diagram. The curves of disturbing field in horizontal polarization are shown in Fig. 9, in vertical polarization in Fig. 10.

11 Conclusions

Based on the measured radiated emission spectrums of disturbing voltage in horizontal and vertical polarization we can allege that PLC adapters ZyXEL PLA 5206 are electrical devices, which are interfering other devices with their emitted disturbing field just minimally because the peaks of disturbing field hardly even exceed the value of $40 \text{dB} \mu \text{V/m}$ what is the acceptable limit of disturbance. The measured spectra of disturbing field are expressively better than the measured spectra of PLC adapters Corinex HD200 Powerline Wall Mount F, Corinex AV500 Powerline and ZyXEL HD Adapter Powerline PLA5215, published in [9]. When testing PLC adapters we also measured the transfer rate. The tested adapters exploit “plug&play-capability” and support HomePlug AV2 standard which uses the frequency band from 1.8 MHz to 86 MHz. The maximum transfer rate was 635 Mbps in these measurements even if the theoretical transfer rate of these adapters is up to 1000 Mbps. The transfer rate of PLC network also depends on the architecture of used computers and devices connected to the electrical power network. This issue will be discussed in another article because of the great extent. Based on a comparison of obtained results, we can conclude that the ZyXEL PLA 5206 tested modems are characterized by less electromagnetic radiation than the modems tested in the previous work [5]. We assume that filtering has been improved in designing these modems to prevent the undesirable effects of electromagnetic radiation.
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